
 

 

Ref: ANMI SUB# 34/2020-21 

To,           July 13, 2020 

Shri Nagendraa Parakh 

Executive Director 

Securities and Exchange Board of India, 

Plot No. C 4-& G Block near Bank of India, 

Bandra Kurla Complex, Bandra (East), 

Mumbai - 400051.  

 

Respected Sir, 

Ref.:  

1. SEBI Circular no: SEBI/MIRD/DOP/CIR/P/2019/139 dated November 19, 2019 

2. ANMI submission dated December 17, 2019 

3. ANMI submission dated March 13, 2020 

4. ANMI submission dated May 28, 2020 

5. ANMI submission dated June 10, 2020 

6. ANMI submission dated June 10, 2020 

7. ANMI submission dated July 02, 2020 

Sub: ANMI submission on Practical hurdles on Margins in Cash Segment. 

This has reference to our earlier submissions made to SEBI and Exchanges on the captioned subject. 

We have in the past re-iterated our concerns on the methodology of levy of margins on the sale 

positions resulting in deliveries, margins on square up of open positions and margins on securities 

intended to be delivered on T+2 day . 

In this regard, ANMI submits that your good self has yet to consider our aforesaid concerns and with 

the impending deadline of August 01, 2020, it now assumes extreme importance and significance. 

ANMI is of the opinion that the manner in which the proposed measures are proposed to be 

implemented will cause hardship to brokers and their clients. We have repeatedly stated earlier and 

once again re-iterate here that we have no objection to the levy of margins and ANMI has welcomed 

this in various forums and submissions in the past.  

ANMI submits that we have received concerns from our members on the subject and brief summary 

of the issues which will cause hardship and practical difficulties in the proposed measures are listed 

hereinbelow for consideration; 

1. The Margins in Cash segment should only be on NET LONG positions.  



 

 

2. There should not be any margins on Sale of shares which is resulting in delivery by T + 2 days 

We have collated data from NSE website to demonstrate that the auction percentage of short 

deliveries are only to the extent of 0.20 % which amply proves that there is no risk in sale 

positions resulting in delivery. The investors are forced to deliver on same day and especially 

in present times when there are restrictions of movement and curfew across the country. 

3. The insistence of delivery on same day of sale is not practical when the settlement cycle itself 

is of T + 2 days and investors should have the freedom to deliver within the stipulated 

timelines. 

4. Investors sell shares to raise money and failure to deliver the shares on same day or giving 

shares in advance to brokers resulting in a penal charge is unjust and unfair.   

5. The timelines of Early Pay in as determined by the Clearing Corporations is 4 pm. which is 

totally out of place with ground reality. While the CC’s have not been able to give trade files 

before 5 pm and at times in late nights, it is impracticable  for brokers to do early Pay-in (EPI) 

and reduce their working capital burden with such timelines. One more anomaly in the EPI 

systems is that the benefit available is Net of VAR + ELM margins and not on the full value 

of shares. Any Early Pay in instruction is irreversible and locked till T + 2 day and therefore 

the risk is absolutely Zero. Yet, the full benefit is not passed on the broker and indirectly to 

the investor. 

6. While the EPI as mentioned above gives a reduced benefit, the advance delivery of shares to 

the pool account gives benefit of 100 % of the value of shares delivered. Therefore, the benefit 

of EPI should be at par with the margin release done through advance pay in  

7. The margins are always levied on the basis of risk on open positions. A bulk of the trading 

volumes on the exchanges happen with a two-day trading horizon, popularly called BTST ( 

Buy today, sell tomorrow ) . Traders purchase on T day and they sell the same scrip on T + 1 

day and take a fresh position in another scrip. There is no risk on T + 1 day on the positions 

taken on T day since it is squared off on T + 1 day. The impact of the current margining system 

on such trades result in triple margins.  The first margin is on the Buy position of T day, 

second margin is on the Sold position of T +1 day and the third margin is on the fresh position 

taken on T + 1 day. This results into a cascading effect on margins on the brokers and investors 

who are forced to pay solely because the Clearing Corporations have not come up with 

solutions to mitigate such scenarios.  We have therefore suggested that the margins should 

only be on NET LONG positions on any given day which will take care of such scenarios. In 

the joint meeting held with SEBI, Depositories, Exchanges, clearing corporations and Broker 

associations, all participantshad acknowledged this problem and had assured that this will be 

dealt with but there does not seem to be any headway on this count.  

8. Margins on small investors should be exempted up to Rs. 5 lakhs of margin obligations to 

mitigate the hardship on small traders and investors. 

 

ANMI submits that the intent of SEBI in levying margins is to control “mule” accounts and reduce 

risk. We firmly believe that the intent of SEBI will not in any manner get diluted if the above 

suggestions are taken into consideration.  



 

 

ANMI further submits that earlier we had asked for a web meeting with your good offices for 

discussing the aforesaid concerns.  We once again request for the same to explain if required in detail 

the practical difficulties which will be encountered while implementing these measures. 

We look forward to grant us an opportunity for a one on one web meeting in such times with the 

associations along with participation by other MII’s.  

Best Regards 

For & on Behalf of ANMI 

 

 

Dr. V. Raghavendra Prasad 

CEO 

 

CC:  

Shri Vikram Limaye 

MD & CEO 

National Stock Exchange of India Ltd. 

Exchange Plaza, C-1, Block G, Bandra Kurla 

Complex, Bandra(E), Mumbai, Maharashtra - 

400051 

Shri Ashish Chauhan 

MD & CEO 

The Bombay Stock Exchange  

25th floor, P. J. Towers, Dalal Street 

Mumbai,  Maharashtra 400001 

 

Shri Vikram Kothari 

MD & CEO 

NSE Clearing Corporation Ltd. 

Exchange Plaza, C-1, Block G,  

Bandra Kurla Complex, Bandra (E),  

Mumbai, Maharashtra - 400051 

  

Smt. Devika Shah 

 MD & CEO 

 Indian Clearing Corporation Ltd. 

 The Bombay Stock Exchange  

 25th floor, P. J. Towers, Dalal Street 

Mumbai,  Maharashtra 400001 

 


